Writing Guidelines

Neutrality
Wikipedia articles must be written from a neutral point of view. In contentious articles, editors should explain sides, but not take sides.

To maintain a neutral tone, peacock terms, which show off a subject without any real information (an important, the most influential, one of the best), as well as weasel words, which offer unsupported opinions (some people believe..., it has been said..., critics say ...) should be omitted. learn more.

Verifiability and Original Research
New or unpublished thoughts or analysis should not be published on Wikipedia. All content must be attributable to a published source and must not imply any conclusions not clearly stated by the source. Quotations and new information that may be challenged must include an inline citation (see page 4 for instructions on inline citations). learn more.

Biographies of Living Persons
Biographies of STEAMMM women who are still living must be written with extra care. Pay attention to verifiability, neutrality, and avoidance of new analysis or conclusions drawn from references. Any material not following these standards should be immediately removed. learn more.

Conflicts of Interest
Conflict of interest (COI) editing is strongly discouraged on Wikipedia. A conflict of interest would include editing the page of a professor that an editor works with, as the personal relationship may cause bias for the editor. Please avoid editing pages of people you know or work with. learn more.

Writing Style
Use a formal tone in the 3rd person. Avoid jargon, slang, unusual synonyms, unnecessary acronyms, humor, and rhetorical questions. All of these serve to obscure the main idea of the article. learn more.

For further questions regarding writing style, please reference Wikipedia’s Manual of Style.